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This article presents an analysis of a particular passive-like syntactic construction
in Dholuo, a Nilotic language spoken in parts of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania.
While the construction analyzed resembles the passive construction in English in
which the fronted patient/theme is the subject NP, the analysis shows that this
construction is not a true passive in Dholuo, but rather a pseudo-passive. The
peculiarity of the Dholuo pseudo-passive is that the fronted patient is not the NP
subject of the construction; rather, it is a preposed object that is adjoined to JP.
What distinguishes this construction from "classic" passive constructions is that
the preposed object does not control subject verb agreement.

1. Introduction
Dholuo, also known as Luo, is a Western Nilotic language spoken by approximately three million people in south-western Kenya and north central Tanzania
east of Lake Victoria. The particular dialect discussed in this paper is spoken in
Nyanza Province, Kenya. Closely related languages include Acholi and Lango,
spoken in Uganda. Dholuo is one of the four largest languages in Kenya and is
the only non-Bantu language among them.
This paper presents an analysis of a particular syntactic construction in
Dholuo that looks superficially like a passive. In (la), for example, Chali, the
patient, precedes the verb, and Dorina, the agent, follows the verb in a prepositional phrase, gi Donna'by Dorina'. However, I propose that this construction is
not a true passive.
(1) a. ChEHi n-o-go
gi Donna.
Chali PST-EXPL-beat by Dorina
'Chali was beaten by Dorina.'

b. [IPChalij [IP proi n-oigo tj gi Donna ]]
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In the analysis developed here, I argue that the patient CheHi in (1) is not a
subject, but a preposed object that is adjoined to IP, following the X-bar
conventions of the Government and Binding framework [Chomsky 1995]. The
fact that the fronted NP is adjoined to the Specifier of IP, and not to COMP or
Specifier of CP, and remains within the highest IP, gives this construction its
passive-like flavor and contributes to the surface similarity of this pseudopassive with real passives. That is, the fronted NP appears to remain within IP,
a property of subject NPs. It remains to the left of other moved elements, such
as topicalized or clefted constructions.
Under the analysis presented here, in which (1a) is bracketed as in (lb),
there must be a null pronominal subject coindexed with the subject agreement
prefix on the verb. The passive agent must be base-generated as an adjoined PP.
The preposed patient in this construction does not occur in subject position; that
is, it does not move into an empty NP position in Specifier of IP. Evidence for
this analysis comes from subject-verb agreement, object cliticization, case and
tone assignment in Dholuo.
The paper is organized into the following sections. Section 2 illustrates some
basic facts about Luo. Section 3 considers case assignment in Dholuo as compared to English passive sentences. Section 4 gives evidence from object clitics
that supports the claim for a pseudo-passive construction in Dholuo. Section 5
shows the interaction of topicalization and NP objects with object ditics,
providing further evidence that supports the analysis that the fronted NP in
examples like (1) remains within the IP. The final section concludes; Dholuo has
a pseudo-passive in which the fronted NP is not the subject of the sentence.
2. Word order in active and pseudo-passive sentences
In Dholuo, word order in active sentences is typically SVO, as shown in (2).
Examples (2a) and (2c) illustrate active sentences with both agent and patient
present; in both, the agent Dorfna precedes the verb and the patient, ChaU,
follows. In (2b), there is a null pronominal subject coindexed with agreement
morphology on the verb, which shows that Dholuo is a null subject language. In
(2c) the object is one of a set of pronouns. Such pronouns are clitics; that is,
they must immediately follow the verb. Although there is a gi-phrase in (2d)
and (2e), only an active reading is possible. And although the gi-phrase ('with
X') must be interpreted as an instrument (not an agent), an instrumental
interpretation is not possible for (2d) for pragmatic and semantic reasons.
Rather, it can mean that Chali was beaten alongside Dorina because the agreement on the verb in (2d) and (2e) is the same as the agreement in (2a-c); the
null subject is coindexed with the third person singular prefix o. Example (2f)
shows that a prepositional phrase (here kod Dorina) can occur after the verb.
Such a PP is interpreted as a comitative; that is, it is treated as if conjoined to
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the preceding object, including a pronoun clitic. Note that in (2d-f) the pronominal clitics ya/y'j 'me/you' would also be possible in place of yeo
(2) a. D6rina n-6-go

Ch8.Ji.

Dorina PST -3S-beat Chali
'Dorina beat Chali.'

b. n-o-go
Chali.
PST-3S-beat Chali
's/he beat Chali.'
c. D6rina n-6-go (*nyoro) yeo
Dorina PST-beat (yesterday) 3S
'Dorina beat him/her (*yesterday).'
d. n-o-go
Chali/ye
gi D6rina.
PST-3S-beat Chali/him with DOrlna
*S/he beat Chali//him/her with Dorina [instrumental reading]
'S/he beat Chali//him/her with Dorina.' [comitative reading]

e. n-o-go
Chali/ye
gi kede.
PST-3S-beat Chali/him/her with stick
'S/he beat Chali//him/her with a stick'
f. n-o-go
Chali/ye
kOd D6rina.
PST-3S-beat Chali//him/her and DOrlna
'S/he beat Chali//him/her and Dorina.'

As noted in the introduction, the focus of this paper is the superficially
passive construction shown in (1) and repeated below in (3a). However, close
examination suggests that it is not, in fact, a true passive, but rather what I refer
to throughout the rest of the paper as a pseudo-passive. This pseudo-passive
construction comprises a thematic patient, and, optionally, an agent in an adjunct
PP (gi Dorina).1 The thematic patient is an NP (Chali in (3a-b, d). While the
thematic patient precedes the verb in (3a), as in a proto-typical passive, it
follows the verb in (3b) and (3d). That is, the order of constituents in (3d-e) is
V-O-by Agent. When the patient is a pronominal clitic, the sentence can still
have a passive reading, as in (3c) and (3e), and can occur with an agent in a giphrase, as in (3e). In all of these examples, the agreement prefix on the verb is
1 See Dubinsky & Nzwanga's [1994] argument on impersonal transitives in a Bantu language
spoken in Zaire.
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glossed as EXPL (for expletive agreement). This agreement pattern is discussed
below.
(3) a. Chilli n-o-go

gi Dorina.
Chali PST-EXPL-beat by Dorina
'Chali was beaten by Dorina.'

b. n-o-go
Chilli.
PST -EXPL-beat Chali
'Chali was beaten.'

c. n-o-go
yeo
PST-EXPL-beat s/he
'S.he/me/you were beaten.'
d. n-o-go
Chilli gi Dorina.
PST-EXPL-beat Chali by Dorina
'Chali was beaten by Dorina.'

e. n-o-go
ye gi Donna.
PST-EXPL-beat s/he by Dorina
'S/he was beaten by Dorina.'
A comparison of (2a-c) with (3a-c) shows that when the sentence has a
passive reading, the agreement prefix on the verb has a low tone, 0, not a high
tone, 6. This feature of agreement is significant in the analysis of the pseudopassive construction in Dholuo because it determines the interpretation of voice
(as active or passive). I refer to this form of agreement on the verb as
"expletive" agreement because the form of the agreement does not vary with
respect to the subject/agent (or the object/patient). This interaction of tone and
INFL is discussed more in the next section.

3. Comparing Dholuo and English: Subject-verb agreement and tone
At first glance, (3a) resembles the English-type passive construction in which
the fronted patient/theme is the subject NP, as in (4). Within GB-analyses, case
assignment motivates movement in English. The English passive verb neither
assigns an external theta-role to an agent NP nor accusative case to its object
NPs [see Burzio 1986, Chomsky 1981, Chomsky and Lasnik 1977, Goodall
1993, Emonds 1970, Aoun 1979, Grieve and Wales 1973, BaItin 1978, Belletti
1988, Belletti, and Rizzi 1981, and Rothstein 1992]. For example, in (4a) the
passive verb beaten fails to assign accusative case to its internal argument Chilli;
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rather, ChaJi is assigned nominative case by INFL after movement. In addition
to receiving nominative Case from INFL, passive subjects in English-type
languages also control agreement on finite verbs in IN FL. For example, in (4b)
were agrees with the men.
(4) a. Chali was beaten by Dorina.
[IP Chalh [I-bar waSi beaten ei [pp by Dorina]]
[Chalii r- CaseNOM INFL. .. beaten 9-role ~ ei
[by 9-role/CaseOBJ ~ Dorina]]
b. The men were beaten by Dorina.
[IP The meni [I-bar werei beaten ei [pp by Dorina]]
[the meni r- CaseNoM INFL. .. beaten 9-role ~ ei
[by 9-role/CaseOBJ ~ Dorina]]

Evidence from how subject-verb agreement in Dholuo interacts with tone
shows that the construction in question involves object fronting rather than
passivization. First, in active transitive sentences, the subject-verb agreement
prefix has a high tone, as pointed out previously in the discussion of (2), not the
low tone expletive prefix of the construction illustrated in (3). If the tone on the
agreement morpheme in a sentence intended to be interpreted as active is low,
the sentence is ungrammatical. Compare (5), in which the verb prefix has a high
tone as in an active sentence, with (6), in which the verb prefix is a low tone.

(5)

Chali n-6-go
Dorina.
Chali PST-3S-beat Dorina
'Chali hit Dorina.'

(6) *Chali n-o-go
Dorina
ChaH PST-EXPL-beat Dorina .
(Chali beat Dorina; Chali, Dorina was beaten)
In motivating passive in English-type languages, thematic role assignment
also interacts with case assignment. In the analysis of the English passive, Baker,
Johnson, and Roberts [1989] claim that the morpheme -en, as in (4) above, is an
argument that is base generated under INFL and is in a theta-marked position at
D-structure (see also the discussion in Dryer [1985]). Others (cf. Goodall [1993]
and Grimshaw [1990, 1979]) have shown that it is not possible to assign an
appropriate thematic role to an NP following the verb. Example (6) above
shows post-verbal Dor{na cannot receive a thematic role if an NP precedes a
verb-here C hali-with a low tone agreement prefix. This means that verbs
with expletive agreement prefixes no longer assign an agent thematic role; as in
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English, the agent receives both thematic role and case from the preposition gi
'by'.
Similar facts obtain for impersonal passives with fronted plural NPs (as in
(7a», in which the verb also occurs with the low-toned agreement marker like
the pseudo-passive. Compare the active (7b) with passive (7a); a high tone
occurs on the verb agreement prefix in (7b). In addition, if the agent is nonthird person, as in (7c), the verb agrees with the agent in the active reading. In
(7c), the verb agrees with a null first person singular pronoun. Compare (7c)
with its pseudo-passive counterpart in (7d). In such examples, the verb does not
agree with the non-third person agent, which occurs in a gi phrase. Note that an
agent NP in a gi-phrase (here an 'me') cannot control agreement on the verb,
illustrated by the ungrammatical example in (7e). This means that the pseudopassive construction in Dholuo cannot be argued to be an active construction
with simple object fronting.
(7) a. Chuo n-o-go
(gi Donna).
men PST-EXPL-beat (by Dorina)
'The men were beaten (by Dorina).'

b. Dorina n-6-go
Chuo.
D6rfna PST-3S-beat men
'Dorina beat the men.'

c. n-a-go
Dorina.
PST-IS-beat Dorina
'I beat Dorina.'
d. Dorina n-o-go
gl an.
Dorina PST-EXPL-beat by me
'Dorina was beaten by me.'
e. *Dorina n-a-go gl an
Dorina PST-IS-beat by me
'Dorina, I beat by me'
Thus, evidence from subject-verb agreement shows that the when a lowtoned -0- prefix occurs on the verb, no overt NP controls agreement, neither
the preposed NP nor the NP in the g i phrase. Additional evidence that the
construction in question is not a grammatical relation-changing passive in which
an NP moves into an Argument-position and that it is an impersonal passive also
comes from the interaction of subject-verb agreement with pronominal object
c1iticization, the subject of the next section.
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4. Object Clitics
Object clitics also support a fronting and adjunction analysis versus a passive
analysis for the Dholuo pseudo-passive construction. Active transitive verbs
occur with pronominal object clitics immediately following the verb, as noted
previously and as illustrated in (8b). In active sentences, a post-verbal object
clitic-for example -ye, -Yl, or -ya 'him/her, you, me', respectively-can occur
in place of an NP such as Chali (8a), as shown in (8b).
(8) a. Donna n-6-go Chali.

Dorina PST -3S-beat Chali
'Dorina beat Chali.'
b. Dorina n-6-go-ye/y'j/ya.
Dorina PST-3S-beat-3S/2S/1S
'Dorina beat him/her/it//you//me.'

Post-verbal clitics expressing the internal object (patients/themes) of verbs
also occur in the impersonal passive construction in Dholuo. The patient
controls object cliticization, as in (9b). Examples (9b-c) illustrate that subject
NPs only control subject verb agreement, not object cliticization; in these
examples a non-third person subject controls agreement. This contrasts with the
"passive" reading of the sentence in (9a); the sentences in (9b) and (9c) with
non-third person subject-verb agreement have only active readings (with
generic objects). That is, the grammatical subject is an agent NP, not a patient.
In (9a), however, the NP interpreted as the patient controls object cliticization,
and not subject-verb agreement.
(9) a. n-o-go-ye/yl/ya.
PST-3S-beat-3S/2S/1 S

'She/he/it//you//l was/were beaten. '
cho.
b. n-a-g6
PST -1 S-beat something
'I was beatinglbeat (something).'

c. n-i-g6
cho.
PST-2S-beat something
'You were beating/beat (something).'
The examples in (8) and (9) also illustrate a second aspect of Dholuo
morpho-syntax already noted; that is, Dholuo is a null pronominal language.
The object clitic co-occurs with a null patient (compare (8b) and (9a» and the
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subject agreement prefix can co-occur with a null agent (compare (9b) and
(9c». In addition to clitic and agreement-licensed null pronominals, Dholuo also
has overt pronouns. These are emphatic pronouns which can co-occur with clitic
pronominals. The distribution of fronted pronominals, clitics, and subject-verb
agreement provides additional evidence for the fronting analysis of the impersonal passive in Dholuo.
4.1 elitics vs. pronouns. In Dholuo, post-verbal pronominal objects only
occur as clitics, not free-standing pronouns. Compare the grammatical (lOa)
with the ungrammatical (lOb). In (lOa), a first person object clitic -ya 'me'
occurs alone. In the ungrammatical (lOb), the free-standing pronoun an 'me,
myself' occurs. The free-standing pronoun an cannot occur in post-verbal
position, even if it co-occurs with an agreeing object clitic (-ya), as in (lOc).
This means that object clitics and post-verbal pronouns are in complementary
distribution. Likewise, post-verbal NPs cannot occur with an object clitic, as
illustrated in (lOd), where ChaJi co-occurs with the third person singular object
clitic -yeo
(l0) a.

Dorina n-6-g6-ya.
Dorina PST-3S-beat-IS
'Dorina beat me. '

b. *Dorina n-6-g6
an
Dorina PST-3S-beat IS
(??'Dorina beat myself')

c. *Dorina n-6-g6-yai ani
Dorina PST-3S-beat IS
(??'Dorina beat myself')
d. *Dorina n-6-g6-yei
Chilli
Dorina PST-3S-beat-3S Chali
('Dorina beat himi Chalii')
Although independent, free pronouns cannot occur post-verbally, such pronouns can occur pre-verbally. In (l1), for example, an optional first person
pronoun occurs before the verb. In this example, the pronoun agrees with the
subject-agreement on the verb. Note that the tone on the verb agreement
morpheme is high; this is an active sentence, with an emphatic subject reading.
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(11) (an) n-a-g6-ye.
IS PST-IS-beat-3S
'Me, I beat him.'

Example (11) contrasts with (12a), in which an 'I, me' is pre-verbal, but it
fails to control subject verb agreement. However, in this example, it does control obligatory object cliticization of -ya on the verb. Compare the grammatical (12a) with the ungrammatical (12b) and (12c). In (12b), the independent
pronoun an occurs preverbally without the object agreement clitic -ya, and in
(12c), the object clitic -ye 's/he' which occurs does not agree with the preverbal
pronoun an 'me'.
(12) a.

an n-o-go-ya
(gi Doriml).
lime PST-EXPL-beat-IS (by Dorina)
'I was beaten (by Dorina).'

b. *an

n-o-go

(gi Dorina)

lime PST-EXPL-beat-IS (by Dorina)
('I was beaten (by Dorina)')
c. *an n-o-go-ye
lime PST-EXPL-beat-3S
('I was beaten him/her')
These facts regarding restrictions on the distribution of pronouns suggest
that pronominals in Dholuo are emphatic. They are restricted to discourseemphatic positions-for example, Topic position-and are adjoined to the
beginning of the sentence. In turn, the co-occurrence restrictions of these
emphatic pronominals, subject-verb agreement, and object clitics again suggest
that the fronted NP in pseudo-passives is not a subject and the construction in
question is not a true passive.

4.2 Object clitics with coreferential pronouns vs. NP fronting. As
noted above, a pre-verbal pronoun can occur with a coreferential subject
agreement prefix, as in (11), or a post-verbal object clitic, as in (12a). The
ability of object clitics to occur with fronted pronominals contrasts with their
inability to occur with fronted NPs, as shown in (13a), in which a fronted
nominal ChaJi cannot co-occur with postverbal clitic yeo However, if a fronted
nominal ChaJi also occurs with a preverbal discourse emphatic pronominal en,
as in (13b), it can also occur with a post-verbal clitic ye, as in (13b). Compare
(13a) and (13b). In both of these examples, the agreement prefix is the lowtoned expletive marker. Note that if the tone were high in (13c), it would be
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ungrammatical because Chali would be assigned both the patient role (agreeing
with the post-verbal clitic ye) and agent role (agreeing with the high-toned
subject prefix 6).
(13) a. *Chali n-o-go-ye

(gi Dorina)
Chali PST-EXPL-beat-3S (by Dorina)
('Chali was beaten by Dorina')

b. ChaJi en n-6-g6-ye
(gi Dorina).
Chali he PST-EXPL-beat-3S (by Dorina)
'Chali, he was beaten by Dorina.'
c. *Chali (en) n-o-go-ye
gi Dorina
Chali (he) PST-3S-beat-3S by Dorina
(,Chali (he) beat him by Dorina')
In sum, the facts regarding object cliticization and overt pronominals support
the fronting versus passive analysis. Object clitics may occur by themselves or
they may co-occur with overt pronouns. When overt pronouns co-occur with
object clitics, they may not control subject-verb agreement. Overt pronouns
occur only preverbally, not postverbally.

5. Identifying the fronted NP
So what is the Dholuo pseudo-passive construction? While it resembles an
indefinite subject construction, it is not one. First, the agent can be provided in a
PP as has been illustrated throughout this paper. Second, the pseudo-passive
construction occurs alongside a clear indefinite subject construction in Dholuo
in which the implied subject is always third person plural gi. Compare the
indefinite subject construction illustrated in (14a) with the comparable pseudopassive in (14b-c). Only in (14b-c) is a PP with an agent possible. In addition, in
(14b-c), the verb does not agree with n3buonde 'potatoes' (or the agent PP gi
mon 'by the women').
(14) a.

Ne-gi-tedo rabuonde kama (*gi mon).
PST -3P-cook potatoes like this (*by women)
'They cooked potatoes like this (*by the women).'

b. Rabuonde n-o-tedi
kama (gi mon).
potatoes PST-EXPL-cook like this (by women)
'The potatoes were cooked like this (by the women).'
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c. n-o-tedi

rabuonde kama (gi man).
PST-EXPL-cook potatoes like this (by women)
'the potatoes were cooked like this (by the women).'

Thus far I have demonstrated that the pseudo-passive construction is not a
true passive. The fronted NP does not control subject-verb agreement. If the
fronted NP is a pronoun, it must co-occur with an object clitic on the verb.
While the verb has agreement morphology in INFL, the fonn is different from
other agreement prefixes. If this construction is neither a real passive nor an
impersonal active construction, as in (14a), what is it? One possible analysis is
that the construction in question involves topicalization. The simplest analysis
would be a fronted NP outside of IP and adjoined to CaMP, as in Figure 1.
Figure 1. XP Adjoined to Specifier of CaMP
(Topicalization, WH -movement)

------CP

XP
C-bar
~
~
SPEC
XPi COMP
IP
~
... ei ...
[CP [xP ... XPj] [C-bar [COMP] [IP ... ej ... ] C-bar] CP]
Figure 2. XP Adjoined to Specifier of INFL (Pseudo-Passive)
CP

~

C-bar

~

COMP

------IP

XP
I-bar
~
~
SPEC XPj INFL
VP
~
... ej ...
[CP [XP ] [C-bar [COMP ] [IP [xp ... XPi]
[I-bar [INFL] [VP ... ej ... ] I-bar] IP] C-barl cp]
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However, I propose that the NP fronting in constructions like (2a) is not like
other movement to Specifier of COMP, such as Topicalization and WH-movement (see Takami and Kamio [1996]). Instead, I propose that the fronted NP is
still within IP, as in Figure 2, and is adjoined to Specifier of INFL. Evidence
from topicalization and WH-movement support this analysis.

5.1 Evidence from topicalization. What is the evidence that the moved NP
is within the IP and not adjoined to Specifier of CP? Some evidence comes from
topicalization. In topicalized intransitive constructions, an overt pronoun cooccurs with the subject NP. Both the overt nominal NP and pronominal agree
with the verb, as in (15) in which Chilli controls subject-verb agreement and can
co-occur with the emphatic pronoun en.
(15) Chiili (en) n-6-biro.
Chali him PST-3S-come
'Chali, him, he came.'

Emphatic, topicalized object NPs may not co-occur with an object clitic, as
shown in (16a) in which Dorina and the object clitic agree, but in which ChaJi
controls subject-verb agreement. However, a preverbal pronominal may occur,
as in (16b), in which Dorina and en both precede the verb and agree with the
object clitic yeo One unique feature of topicalization of non-subjects in Dholuo
is that the tense can be separated from the rest of the verb by an intervening
subject NP. See also (l6c), in which tense (ne) precedes the subject Chali.2
(16) a. *Dorina Chilli n-6-g6-ye
Dorina Chali PST-3S-beat-3S
(,Dorina, Chali beat her')
b. Donna en Chilli n-6-g6-ye.
Dorina s/he Chali PST-3S-beat-3S
'Dorina, Chali beat her.'
c. Dorinil ne Chali 6-g6-yo.
Dorina PST Chali 3S-beat-3S
'Dorina, Chali beat her.'

2 In this construction, the object suffix no longer hannonizes with the tense prefix and occurs as
yo rather than as yeo
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Topicalized NPs can also be emphasized in a cleft construction in which the
tense occurs with the clefting structure, instead of with the verb, as in (17).3
The tense prefix ne precedes the subject ChaJi. The form of the object suffix
also changes in a clefted structure (from ye to yo).
(17) Dorina e-ma ne ChaJi 6-g6-yo.
Dorina 3S-EQ PST Chali 3S-beat-3S
'It was Dorina who Chali beat.'
Note that in (16) and (17), the tone on the subject-agreement prefix is high,
not low, as in the pseudo-passive construction under consideration. Also, in
(16), the subject NP Chali is pre-verbal. In contrast, the agent of the pseudopassive is optional and occurs in a gi-phrase. In addition, in topicalized and
clefted constructions, the overt nominal preposed object NP Dorina co-occurs
with the object clitic yo without the occurrence of an preverbal discourse pronoun en. Recall that in the pseudo-passive construction under analysis, only if
the fronted NP is a pronominal or co-occurs with a pronoun, can it co-occur
with an object clitic. In sum, evidence from topicalization and cleft constructions supports the analysis in which pseudo-passive in Dholuo is not an instance
of fronting and adjunction to CaMP or Specifier of CaMP. This suggests that
the pseudo-passive construction does not always have the function of emphasizing the object NP, as would topicalization of an object.
5.2 More evidence from topicalization. Additional evidence from topicalization indicates that the moved NP in the pseudo-passive stays within IP.
Recall (16c) in which tense occurs between the topicalized NP and the rest of the
IP. This is "visible" because of the intervening subject C hali. Additional
examples illustrating topicalization are given in (18). In (18a) an object NP,
rablionde 'potatoes', is topicalized; in (18b) an adverb ny6ro 'yesterday' is
topicalized. In both of these examples, the past tense morpheme nye has been
fronted before the subject NP Dorina. The examples in (18c-d) show how
topicalization interacts with the pseudo-passive construction under consideration. In (l8c), an adverb nyoro occurs before past tense nye and the fronted
object rablionde 'potatoes' occurs preverbally. The agent Dorina occurs in a
post-verbal gi-phrase. In contrast, if the object rablionde precedes past tense
nye, the adverb cannot be fronted by the pseudo-passive; hence, (18d) is ungrammatical.

3 The equative/copular morpheme roa of the cleft structure is also used for adjective constructions. The clefted NP controls agreement on roa.
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(18) a.

Rabuonde nye
Donna 6-tedo ny6ro.
potatoes PST.TOP Dorina 3S-cook yesterday
'Potatoes, Dorina cooked (them) yesterday.'
[Compare Dorina n-6-tedo nlbuonde ny6ro]

b. Ny6ro
nye
Dorina 6-tedo rabuonde.
yesterday PST.TOP Dorina 3S-cook potatoes
'Yesterday, Danna cooked potatoes.'
nye
rabuonde a-tedi
gi Donna.
c. Ny6ro
Yesterday, PST-TOP potatoes EXPL-cook by Dorina
'Yesterday, potatoes were cooked by Dorina.'

d. *Rabuonde nye
nyoro
o-tedi
gi Donna
potatoes PST.TOP yesterday EXPL-cook by Dorina
'Potatoes, Dorina cooked (them) yesterday.'
(Compare Donna n-6-tedo nlbuonde ny6ro]
This interaction of topicalization and pseudo-passive illustrated in (18c)
provides another reason for the passive-like flavor of the pseudo-passive in
Dholuo. The fronted NP clearly remains within IP; it cannot occur outside of
the scope of elements outside of Tense, as in (l8d). That is, the interaction of
these two movement rules indicates that while topicalization moves an element
outside of IP, the pseudo-passive does not. In fact, this interaction tells us where
the NP of the pseudo-passive moves to: if we assume that Tense-P (TP) under
INFL raises to COMP, under head-to-head movement, then topicalization (as
illustrated in (l8a-c) moves an element into Specifier of COMP, and pseudopassive fronts an NP to the right of COMPo (See the discussion of head-movement in Chomsky [1995]). The fronted NP must be adjoined to Specifier of
INFL (see the schema in (19». The Topicalized NP (Top NPk) is coindexed
with a trace left in the IP. The Tense Phrase (TPt ) is coindexed with a trace in
INFL. The fronted NP (NPi) is coindexed with a direct object trace. A null NP
occurs in Specifier of IP as the dummy subject, and it is coindexed with
agreement (AP a) in INFL.
(19) [CP [SPECTop NPk[C-BAR [COMP TP t ] [IP [XP NPi] [SPEC 0 a]
[I-BAR [INFL et AgrP a ] ... V ei ... ek]
Additional evidence that the fronted NP does not move outside of IP, as in
topicalization or WH-movement, is that tense cannot move along with the
fronted NP; the full form of the past marker should occur, not just the contracted form with the expletive agreement inflection, no. But in the construction
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in question, tense cannot occur separated from AGR. Compare the ungrammatical (20a) and (20b) with (18a-c).
(20) a.

*ne

Donna 0-g6

(gi ChaJf)

PST Dorina EXPL-beat (by Chali)
(,Dorina was beaten by Chali')
(gi ChaJi)
b. *Dorina ne-o-g6
Dorina PST-EXPL-beat (by Chali)
(,Dorina was beaten by Chali')

6. Conclusion
Although Burzio's [1996] generalization regarding the role of case assignment
motivating NP-movement in passives works for languages such as English, the
characterization of passive constructions in terms of linear order, case marking,
and verbal morphology relates more to language-specific tendencies than to
universal grammar. This is consistent with the claims of Perlmutter [1983] (see
also Perlmutter & Postal [1993 D. The analysis and evidence presented in this
paper show that, while the pseudo-passive construction appears superficially to
be a passive construction, NP movement in this construction is not motivated by
case assignment-instead, the fronted NP receives accusative case-and therefore cannot be termed a true passive in the terms of Burzio [1986].
If not a true passive, what, then, are the properties of what I have called the
pseudo-passive construction? First, we have seen that a pronominal object is
fronted and the fronted NP co-occurs with an object clitic on the verb. Because
the fronted NP is coindexed with either an object clitic or a null marker in
object position, it inherits accusative case from the right most member of its
chain [Aoun 1979]. Second, the fronted NP moves to a different place from a
topicalized or WH-moved element-hence, the construction is not a case of
topicalization-because, in these constructions, the tense can occur before the
subject. Under head-to-head movement, we can assume that the fronted tense
moves under COMPo If the fronted NP moves outside of IP, as a topicalized NP
or WH-moved NP does, tense should be able to move along with it and the full
form of the past marker should occur, not just the contracted form with the
expletive agreement inflection, n-o (PST-EXPL). But this does not happen.
(Recall the ungrammatical (20).) These facts suggest that the fronted NP in the
Dholuo pseudo-passive remains within the IP, and adjoins to Specifier of IP
position, and that the Specifier position itself is filled by the base-generated nonthematic null pronominal, controlling subject-verb agreement. However, the
fronted NP is not base-generated because it can also occur post-verbally (recall
and compare (3a) and (3b). The patient NP need not be fronted.
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So, is there a passive in Dholuo? Not as a relation-changing movement rule.
But there is the pseudo-passive construction in which a fronted NP has very
interesting properties. Through the use of a null subject construction, a patient
NP can be emphasized. Moreover, movement of the patient is an optional
additional focusing property of the construction, since the "passive" reading
obtains even without the fronting of the patient. In addition, Dholuo exhibits at
least four distinctions of terms of identification of agency. In the active, the
agent is clearly identified. In the pseudo-passive, the agent may be optionally
identified, but without being focused. Moreover, in this pseudo-passive, the
agent can also be omitted. Finally, in the generic subject construction, the agent
is marked as understood by context, but it is neither suppressed nor less focused
than the passive agent in a gi-phrase.
In sum, the analysis presented in this paper reveals two interesting features
of the Dholuo pseudo-passive. First, it shows that unlike languages such as
English, the only difference between the Dholuo pseudo-passive and its counterpart active construction is tone placement on the verbal morphology. More
interestingly, evidence presented in this paper shows that the Dholuo pseudopassive has more properties in common with a true passive in English than
pseudo-passives in other languages (e.g., the impersonal passives in Lingala).
For instance, the gi 'by' phrase in the PP position in the Dholuo pseudo-passive
is a common characteristic of a true passive in languages such as English.
Moreover, the NP movement illustrated in the Dholuo pseudo-passive is another
characteristic of a true passive. These peculiar properties of the Dholuo pseudopassive present an interesting phenomenon for further grammatical investigation.
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